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The method recently proposed (Pekar, 1915) for determining the expression for energy density and evolved 
heat in the electrodynamics of a dispersive and absorbing medium is discussed. It is demonstrated that the 
method is erroneous. 

PACS numbers: 03.50.-z 

The problem of the energy relations in the electro
dynamics of continuous media in the presence of disper
sion and absorption as a nontrivial one, and has already 
been considered repeatedly (see[l], Sec. 22 and[2], Sec. 
3, where there are also references to a number of books 
and papers). It was made clear, in particular, that the 
UEe of Poynting's theorem is generally completely insuf
ficient for us to obtain an expression for the energy den
sity U. Furthermore, when account is taken of absorption 
it is generally impossible to express U directly in terms 
of the dielectric constant €(w) in any sort of general 
case. This latter is clear both from general considera
tions and from examples of specific media or electric 
circuits. 

However, it was asserted in a recently published 
work by Pekar [3] that U and the loss density Q can be ex
pressed separately and in general form in terms of £(w). 
Specifically, according to Pekar, 

( dU) =_1_ ao.,venE +_1_~B Q =_1_ aDOd~. 
dt p 4n at 4n at ' .p 4n at ' 

. 
8 (00) = I>- (-ioo)-. _. 

(1 ) 

(2) 

Here D = Deven + Dodd is the total displacement vector; 
for simplicity we limit ourselves to an isotropic non
magnetic medium without spatial dispersion, in which 
case, for a field of the form E = Eoe-iwt, the following 
are valid: D = dw)E, B = H, dw) = €' + iE", E' = ReE, 
E" = ImE. 

The generalization to the case of a magnetic medium 
described by the permeab1l1ty Il ('J), and also allowance 
for the anisotropy, do not contribute anything new. On 
the contrary, for the case of spatial dissipation, the 
relation 

_!.. (aD E +~B) 
4n at at 

contains, in addition to dU/dt + Q, a term which is con
nected with the energy flux S(1), which is added to the 
Poynting vector S = c(E X B)/41T. There is however, no 
need of discussing such a more general case immediately, 
inasmuch as the recipe (1) suggested by Pekar is not valid 
even when applied to a medium characterized by a com
plex dielectric constant E(w), as will be shown below. 

The subdivision of the general expression 

- -E+_B 1 (aD aB) 
4n at at 
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into parts, in accord with (1), was referred to above as 
a recipe, inasmuch as in our opinion it has no basis. It 
is indicated in[l] only that Dodd = 0 in a nonabsorbing 
medium. This is actually obvious, since . 

iIme(oo)= L,e2>+,(-iOO)'P+'. 

-' 
But it still does not follow that in (1) Up is the energy 
density and Qp the evolved heat. That the subdivision 
of (1) is incorrect can be verified by indicating an ex
ample, for which this subdivision lel!,ds to erroneous re
sults. 

By way of such an example or, more precisely, a 
whole class of examples, we consider a medium consist
ing of a set of independent oscillators described by the 
equations 

r.+v.r.+oo.'r. = ~E, k=1, 2, ... 
m. 

(3) 

It is well known that in linear electrodynamics of con
tinuous media, such a model has a very broad range of 
applicability; in particular, for wk = 0, it corresponds 
to a plasma and leads to results similar to those obtained 
in the case when the kinetic equation is used (seeP]), 
Sec. 22.) • 

We now consider the action on the medium of the field 
E = Re{Eoe-iwt}. For this case, we can, as we also do, 
assume the field B = H to be equal to zero, for which, to 
be sure, certain external currents lext must exist. There
fore, we must introduce the term lextE in the Poynting 
relation but we shall not dwell on this question, inasmuch 
as it is not touched on in[3] and is not important for what 
follows. 

As follows from a simple calculation, for the model 
considered (see alsoP], Sec. 22; Nk is the number of 
oscillators of type k) we have 

g.' 
e(w)=1-~ , ,. , 

~ W -w. +lWV. • 
go' = 4ne.'N. , 

m • (4) 

={ 1 + L, g.'(w.'+oo') } IEol', Q = L,N.v.m.r.', (5) 
• (w'-w.')'+w'v.' 16n • 

the bar denotes averaging over time. As is clear from 
(4) and (5), the energy U, not to speak of U and Q, when 
account is taken of absorption, is not expressed in terms 
of Eo If there is no absorption, Le., vk = 0 and f. = Ref., 
then 

_ d(W8) IEol' 
U = ---a;- 16n • 
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For wk = 0, we get the plasma model for which, in the 
case of only a single component with Ok =Q and 1)k = T/, 

we have 

Q' _ Q' } IE.I' 
8=i UB={i+-- --

cu(cu+iv) , 'cu'+v' i6n' 

_ vQ' IE.I' 
Q= cu'+v,---g;-' 

(6) 

In this case, UE = {2 - Re E~ Eol2 /161T, Le., it is expressed 
directly in terms of 10 also in the presence of absorption, 
but this is an exception. 

We now apply the formula (1) to the same case. Ac
cording to the formula (36) of[3], for a quasimonochro
matic electric field, 

__ d(CU8even) IE.I' d(cu Re 8) IE.I' 
Up =~. i6n dcu i6n' 

where the equality t even = Re 10 follows from the fact 
that . 

6 even(cu) = L 6,.(-icu)'P, 
P_o 

while 

e(cu)= L e.(-icu)", .-. 

(7) 

where En are real coefficients (see[3 1, formula (4), and 
the definition of Eeven preceding formula (13». Substi
tuting the expression (4) in (7), we obtain 

U ={1+ ')1 Q.'(cu.'+cu')[(cu'-cu.')'-cu'v.'l } IE.I' 
p "- [(cu'-cu.')'+cu'v.'l" i6n (8) • 

or, for a single-component plasma, 

_ { Q'(cu'-v') } IE.I' 
U = 1+ --. 

p (cu'+v'), i6n 
(9) 
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Obviously, the expressions (8) and (9) differ, in the 
presence of absorption, from the elementary and clearly 
valid expressions (5) and (6). Incidentally, the fact ex
pression (7), which can be negative, Le., 

d(CU8') E' d(cu Re e) E' 
~S;= dcu 'Sn' 

does not represent energy densitl in the presence of ab
sorption was specially noted in[1 (see p. 366; we note 
that in[11, ReE is denoted by 10 and UE by WE)' It is not 
difficult to establish the fact that the ex~ression (1) for 
Qp, which takes the form of (15) from [3 for a quasi
monochromatic field, is also incorrect and only the 
average value Qp is equal to the correct expression 

__ cuIm8 IE1 , 
Q-s;:;- o· 

In the plasma case, especially for w2 « v2 , it is very 
easy to trace how the expression 

_i_aD E= dUB +Q 
4n .at dt 

breaks up into the parts dUE/dt and Q, and therefore, 
UE f (UE)P and Q f Qp. 
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